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How to master CCNP Path shows you, step-by-step, all you need to know to
master the CCNP ROUTE test. Plus you will receive a synopsis of routing
labs that you should practice from GNS3vault. You will discover brand-
new topics like BGP, routing manipulation / redistribution and find out
about familiar routing protocols like OSPF and EIGRP.com.
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Very nice style, and niche What I like concerning this is the big pages,
big words, big very clear topologies, lots of screen photos of the CLI
and wireshark. He also do an excellent job explaining concepts and
examples with apparent drawings, diagrams, and tables.For example Pg.I
be prepared to find more mistakes as i continue to read tbh.but that is
a good easy and fast read that really gets to the point, with great very
clear illustrations. This makes an excellent review before your test, or
as a handbook for configurations.In the end of each topic there are
links to a multiple GNS3 labs.Unique and highly recommended for your
library. Some books read more like a chore, that one is just plain
fun.Will be purchasing Switch and Troubleshoot I loved reading this
reserve and learned a whole lot!13. However, be careful for some typos
and errors. It's like both Rene and the reader are experiencing a
conversation with each other.This book is rather brief in its treatment
of some topics, so I would recommend something like Odom, for deeper
treatment and as a second source. When it comes to the knowledge and
information you get from reading this book, it's not 100% comprehensive
and full. However, I really encourage readers who are learning this
material for the first time to learn this book 1st before buying bigger
reference books in the future as it will surely prepare them for the
larger challenges awaiting. Two mistakes up to now... 69 "Hub and
Spoke2" network doesn't match the network topology. Among the points I
liked about his design of writing is certainly that he directs his
attention right to the reader..S and to fill in my knowledge gaps where
needed... Jack, John, and JAMES" on the last paragraph and Pg. The book
up to now has big network topologies that are easy to follow along, and
key topics are explained effectively.. Great Source for CCNP Route Of
all the resources I have go through for the CCNP Route up to now this
one is at the very best of my list. The book also includes some
fundamental labs wich also supports the topic with YouTube videos for
practice. in more detail. For me it really is an excellent reinforcement
of what I learned in CCNA R& 15 ".S exam.. It has all you need to know
to master Route, Switch, T-shoot. These are simply a few I came across,
and I still possess a ways to move. Doesn't burry you with concepts, but
rather helps to keep it light. For anybody who are visual learners this
book provides many graphic illustrations to explain EIGRP, OSPF, BGP,
etc.You'll want to utilize this book as a supplement rather than as your
primary book. Badly written and misguided examples Very disappointed in
the composing of this publication. I spotted a few misspellings which
was not really a big deal at first, but began to get annoying. Many
thanks for helping me obtain closer to my objective of obtaining CCNP!
One other example of poor writing was the router output and the lab
illustrations. He had 192.168.23.0/24 on the topology drawing, however
the router output had 192.1/24. We really endorse the writer of this
book mainly because he described a not-so-easy material in a very simple
and fun method.168. Excellent book for getting right to the point of the



matter. Great book, Rene Molenaar is a great author of this book, is
worth to get it. It's just frustrating to learn a reserve titled How
exactly to Master CCNP Route and its full of mistakes, typos, and wrong
configurations.A fortunate note about the book is, Successors, Feasible
Successors was explained well. The just book you will require for the
routing exam! Great book! I've tried many other resources but Rene's
publication has been the very best by far. Down the road in the Frame
Relay chapter he speaks of blue and reddish colored lines (Dark and
white in reserve, green and blue in PDF) then an example of a Branch A
workplace and another Branch A (Supposed to be Branch B office). Love
it. I will probably choose the Wallace Official Cert book and utilize it
after I am done with this one.. I strongly recommend this reserve to
those who wants to progress to the Cisco career. Five Stars Nice
publication - simply explains the concept in great manner... Really
great book I cannot put 6 stars thus only 5 stars go there :) I fell
deeply in love with this book. I've used it a lot within my CCNP
preparation during this calendar year and I still utilize it to improve
my theory AND practice aswell. Very well written and well organized. You
can feel how much good points the author (Rene) has placed into it, It's
not really just a theory book. Right now this is really AWESOME
concerning this book. Not so strong on theory. You just go that
hyperlink and download GNS3 laboratory and practice by configuring by
yourself. I could recommended this publication to any person who
prepares CCNA/CCNP/CCIE R& To the point of the matter. Five Stars This
book is one of best technical reference for cisco routing! Excellent
book, I strongly recommended. Five Stars All is good
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